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Dear Reader

In this eighteenth issue of our annual newsletter
we are delighted to share with you the following
articles:
· ‘Compassion as the Pillar of World Peace’ by
His Holiness the Dalai Lama
· ‘Oneness’ by Jennifer Kavanagh
· ‘The Science of Visualisation’ – A Triangle
Article – Lucis Trust
· ‘Experiment in Group Living – The
Commonwealth.’ - A Student
· ‘A National Expedition’ by Janet Derwent

· ‘How to Use the Great Invocation’ –
excerpts from the Djwhal Khul Writings
· ‘A Creative Meditation Retreat – April 2018
at the School of Huber Astrology, Barcelona
· ‘A Brooding Exercise on Fusion’ – by
Roberto Assagioli
· Meditation Outline on Fusion
· ‘Principles of Progress – Continuity’ by the
late Michal J. Eastcott
· An Invitation to join the Correspondence
Training Course in Creative Meditation

Beginning a new cycle

of change paradoxically emphasises
continuity, for even if we expect it to be full of new possibilities
uncluttered by the past, it emerges out of all that has gone before and
inevitably bears imprints of what has already been experienced

The thread of
Continuity runs
like a silent
current deep in
the flow of Life.
This ensures that we are always ready to meet
change and new happenings with a continuously
evolving wisdom and strength to better deal with
the negative impacts met within life. It acts like
a kind of DNA code, holding all that we have
learnt, and from which we construct our present
and the future. Roberto Assagioli framed it in
these words: ‘From the Eternal, Out of the Past,
In the Present, For the Future.’
This reminds us that we should not confuse
Continuity with security. It does not mean for
us an automatic unconditional turning of the
wheel of progress; we have the choice of selfdetermination and are required to choose of our
own free will the ways of Light and then uphold
them. It seems from all the Scriptures that the
Forces of Light have always had a battle on
their hands to bring this about and overcome the
obstacles that strew the Way.

One of the most insidious factors that beset change
is confusion; and truths and principles are not as
clear as in the past, or so it seems, and we easily
become victims of half-thought through opinions,
fears and self-centredness. In our yearning for
peace and freedom we are apt to think we have
the answers. How rarely we know enough for this
to be so!
Here again, Continuity supports us, bringing
glimpses of Infinity that adjust our perspectives as
nothing else can, and takes us beyond the personal
and immediate to the long-term whole. Continuity
is the clearest characteristic of our Creator that
we can rely on and it is both our comforter and
inspiration as we come to realise that we are part
of a team effort far greater than ourselves.
Editor: Janet A. Derwent
‘The Soul serves essentially as a quality
which manifests itself as a specific
vibration, and not as a particular task.’
– Sergio Bartoli from ‘The main path to
spiritual realisation – Service.’

Compassion as the Pillar of World
Peace
By His Holiness the Dalai Lama
From ‘A Human Approach to World Peace’ – this excerpt was
reproduced with the kind permission of His Holiness and the Publishers
– Wisdom Publications

According to Buddhist psychology,

most of our
troubles are due to our passionate desire for and attachment to
things that we misapprehend as enduring entities. The pursuit
of the objects of our desire and attachment involves the use
of aggression and competitiveness as supposedly efficacious
instruments. These mental processes easily translate into actions, breeding belligerence as an
obvious effect. Such processes have been going on in the human mind since time immemorial,
but their execution has become more effective under modern conditions. What can we do to
control and regulate these ‘poisons’ – delusion, greed, and aggression? For, it is these poisons
that are behind almost every trouble in the world.
The rationale for compassion is that every
one of us wants to avoid suffering and gain
happiness. This in turn, is based on the valid
feeling of ‘I’, which determines the universal
desire for happiness. Indeed, all beings are
born with similar desires and should have
an equal right to fulfil them. If I compare
myself with others, who are countless, I feel
that others are more important because I am
just one person whereas others are many.
Further, the Tibetan Buddhist tradition
teaches us to view all sentient beings as our
dear mothers and to show our gratitude by
loving them all.

As one brought up in the Mahayana Buddhist
tradition, I feel that love and compassion are
the moral fabric of world peace. Let me first
define what I mean by compassion. When
you have pity or compassion for a very poor
person, you are showing sympathy because
he or she is poor; your compassion is based
on altruistic considerations. On the other
hand, love towards your wife, your husband,
your children, or a close friend is usually
based on attachment. When your attachment
changes, your kindness also changes; it may
disappear. This is not true love. Real love
is not based on attachment, but on altruism.
In this case your compassion will remain as
a humane response to suffering as long as
beings continue to suffer.

The development of a kind heart (a feeling
of closeness for all human beings) does not
involve the religiosity we normally associate
with conventional religious practice. It is not
only for people who believe in religion, but
is for everyone regardless of race, religion,
or political affiliation. It is for anyone who
considers himself or herself, above all,
a member of the human family and who
sees things from this larger and longer
perspective. This is a powerful feeling that
we should develop and apply: instead, we
often neglect it, particularly in our prime
years when we experience a false sense of
security.

This type of compassion is what we must
strive to cultivate in ourselves, and we must
develop it from a limited amount to the
limitless. Undiscriminating, spontaneous,
and unlimited compassion for all sentient
beings is obviously not the usual love
that one has for friends or family, which
is alloyed with ignorance, desire, and
attachment. The kind of love we should
advocate is this wider love that you can
have even for someone who has done harm
to you: your enemy.
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When we take into account a longer
perspective, the fact that all wish to gain
happiness and avoid suffering, and keep in
mind our relative unimportance in relation
to countless others, we can conclude that
it is worthwhile to share our possessions
with others. When you train in this sort of
outlook, a true sense of compassion – a
true sense of love and respect for others –
becomes possible. Individual happiness
ceases to be a conscious self-seeking effort;
it becomes an automatic and far superior
by-product of the whole process of loving
and serving others.

calmness and presence of mind. Our lives are
in constant flux, bringing many difficulties.
When faced with a calm and clear mind,
problems can be successfully resolved.
When, instead, we lose control over our
minds through hatred, selfishness, jealousy,
and anger, we lose our sense of judgement.
Our minds are blinded and at those wild
moments anything can happen, including
war. Thus, the practice of compassion and
wisdom is useful to all, especially to those
responsible for running national affairs, in
whose hands lie the power and opportunity
to create the structure of world peace.

Another result of spiritual development,
most useful in day-to-day life, is that it gives

First published in the 1985 May Issue of
Communiqué.

Isn’t it strange that princes and kings,
Clowns that caper in sawdust rings,
And ordinary folk such as you and me
Are builders of Eternity?
For each is given a book of rules,
A compass set and a bag of tools,
And each must prove before life is flown
A stumbling block or a slippery stone
Or – a builder of bridges be.
– Unknown

Oneness

by Jennifer Kavanagh

Community, Oneness and the
Web of Connection
We live in a divided world.

Human beings struggle
to live together. Whether at the level of family, community or
nation, we row, we fight, we kill each other. Communities are
riven by racial, political and religious divisions. Fear, greed,
power-seeking and desperate need turn fellow human beings
against each other and blind us to our common humanity. This is
a reality of which we are fully aware.
kindness. It is natural to help others. The
reason that the obverse is news is because
it is shocking and unexpected. Kindness is
not news.

And yet.
There also exists a parallel reality: of
compassion, generosity and daily acts of
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It may be a divided world, but it is also
a small one. We are more informed than
ever about the rest of the world; we are more
and more connected. But our connections
are both more ancient and more profound
than those facilitated by electronic media.
Our lives are people. However much
an outsider we may feel, we are part of
community. Even shut behind gates or
fences, we cannot hide the fact that we
are dependent on circles of humanity: the
postman, the farmer, the manufacturers who
make our furniture and clothes. Sometimes
we acknowledge our connection. A meeting
at a bus stop may result in eye contact, a
smile, a comment about a common cause.
In an ocean of separateness we experience a
drop of connection.

animals and non-animals too. It is not them
and us. We can’t separate ourselves from the
rest of creation.
Most of us live an active life largely
unconscious
of
the
transcendental
dimension. In periods of spiritual practice
we may experience an enhanced perception
of reality, when the boundaries between
ourselves and the outside world are blurred,
merged into one.
We live in a paradoxical world. We are
always alone and always in community. We
are unique, but there’s only a hair’s breadth
of DNA difference between us and, not
only other humans, but other species. The
planet is unimaginably diverse, and yet it is
one. In the variety of religions, at the mystic
level, it is united. And it is in the Divine, at
the heart of the multitudes of creation, that
unity can be found.

Many of us have occasional experiences of
a connection of which the rest of the time we
are barely conscious. It’s something that we
might crudely call telepathy, but is at a level
well beyond party tricks. Synchronicity
is a seeming coincidence – a phone call, a
piece on the radio – that confirms a course
of action. For many, God is connection,
relationship, the linking factor in all living
beings.

From religion, in science, and from our
own experience, we can see that separation
and division are human distortions. We
know that the universe is one and that any
disturbance of any part of it will upset that
fragile balance. The more we can recognise
the oneness of all, the closer we will draw
to the One from whom all emerges and in
whom all meets. Oneness, unity, brings
together all human beings, all of the created
world and, in those rare moments of
revelation, they can be experienced in the
oneness of the Divine.

The natural world is an extraordinary model
of oneness, not only in relationship between
individual beings, but as a whole. The
oneness is expressed in the overwhelming
interrelatedness of all that exist within it.
Examples of mutuality and interdependence
are all around us.

Jennifer Kavanagh is a Quaker, a retreat
leader, and a speaker on the Spirit-led life.
www.jenniferkavanagh.co.uk

Insects, flowers, trees, fungi, microbes and
protons, they’re all at it. There is so much
that we don’t know about the universe
that we live in, but what we can say with
confidence is that built into its fabric is a
web of connection.

‘Heart of Oneness’ by Jennifer Kavanagh
is Essential Reading. The great Christian
spiritual writer Richard Rohr calls this
book ‘a wise and welcome reminder of
the mutuality and interconnectedness at
the heart of the universe.’ This book
explores the oneness at the heart of existence
– and what this means for how we act in the
world.

Shared characteristics do not stop at the
behavioural level, but stem from our genetic
similarities. DNA not only connects us to
those we have considered “other” among
the human population, but to non-human
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Our highest truths are but half-truths;
Think not to settle down in any truth.
Make use of it as a tent in which to pass a summer’s night,
But build no house of it, or it will be your tomb.
When you first have an inkling of its insufficiency
And begin to descry a dim counter-truth looming up beyond,
Then weep not, but give thanks;
It is the Lord’s voice whispering,
‘Take up thy bed and walk.’
– Earl Balfour

The Science of Visualisation
There are many ways in which our
present time is of major importance in the
unfolding history of humanity. From the
material point of view, we have made huge
progress in medicine, agriculture, science,
information technology, to mention just a
few. Socially we have made rapid advances
too, for example in the area of children’s
rights, in significant strides towards gender
equality, in the many initiatives to work
towards a world of justice and peace.

One of the foundational techniques for this
is the capacity to visualise. For some people,
visualisation comes easily; for others it
seems to require real effort, which can be
a discouraging experience. But there is no
need to be disheartened, as everyone has to
learn to meditate and visualise in their own
unique way.
For some, visualisation involves the picture
making faculty. Here the detail and intensity
of the specific thing being visualised
compounds into a living thoughtform that
scintillates with the shape and colour of the
imagined idea. For others it is a much more
mental process of working with ideas. There
is of course the same level of intensity, but
instead of images, a concentration on the
meaning of what is being thought about
gives it its life and purpose.

But any sensitive observer cannot help but
be aware that things are far from perfect.
The various political utopias dreamed up
by idealists have so often turned out to
be destructive dystopias. The prevalence
of corruption in so many areas of human
activity destroys trust and compromises
international cooperation. The technologies
which have brought us so many benefits are
also producing devastating effects on the
natural world.

Whichever method we use, our beginning
attempts are usually amateurish, fall wide
of the mark and are ineffectual. But with
practise we find that what we visualise
approaches ever nearer the reality of an
aspect of the Plan that is already existing
in the abstract realms. This can only really
be achieved by going beyond the more
emotional and mystical styles of meditation
and learning to focus in the mind, where the
power of thought, motivated by love, comes

Faced with this stark contrast of the positive
and negative aspects of human activity,
many are coming to realise that only a
deep spiritual transformation can help us
navigate a path to a better future. And all
around the world there is evidence that this
is happening, in particular in the growing
practise and performance of meditation.
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into its own. This is where the crucial point
comes, for if meditators can synchronise
their work on the mental plane with the
already existing abstract prototype, then
an immediate vivification occurs and their
meditation efforts assume a loving power
that can truly serve humanity and our planet.

Of course, this process does not embody a
smooth trajectory, but, as is all too obvious,
forges a path that is beset with obstacles and
setbacks as well as wonderful leaps forward.
Perhaps this is why visualisation is called
a science, for it is a testable enterprise. We
can find out what works and what doesn’t.
When we have found our technique and
honed it into a useable skill, then we can
become a conscious and efficient part of the
global Triangles meditating group, helping
to build a world based on the ever living
vision of love, of right relationships and of
service.

It is clear why these ideas are so important
to the global service of Triangles. This daily
work behind the scenes is transforming
the inner climate of thought and emotion,
so that gradually, very gradually, the old
adversarial habits of a humanity once stuck
in the conflict mode are being superseded.
The recognition that cooperation and
striving towards harmony at every level –
international, national and personal – is the
only possible way forward to a future that
will be good for the planet and humanity.

Triangles, Suite 54, 3 Whitehall Court,
London SW1A 2EF, UK
Tel: 020 7839 4512
Web: www.triangles.org
Email: triangle.london@lucistrust.org

The One in Whom we live and move and have our being is the informing,
ensouling life of this planet, the Earth; it is His life which integrates the
planet as a whole, and His life which pours through all forms – great
or small – which, in their aggregate, constitute the planetary form.
Preserve, therefore, in your conscious imagination, the concept of our
planet as a great lotus composed of many interweaving energies . . .
At the heart of this vast sea of energies is to be found that cosmic
Consciousness to Whom we give the name of Sanat Kumara, the Lord
of the World, the Ancient of days.
– The Tibetan Master and Teacher Djwhal Khul

Experiment in Group Living
‘Identification with all and participation in world conditions –
voluntarily and not from force – is the way out today for all
peoples . . . it is as one humanity, chastened, disciplined but
illumined and fused, that we must emerge into the future.’
- The Tibetan – The Destiny of the Nations

-o0oThe Common Wealth

group of 53 nations represents
an experiment in inter-racial and inter-cultural group living.
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This group of nations scattered all over the
world, is not only a great experiment, but
is proving to be a successful enterprise in
world evolution and this was demonstrated
by the spirit emerging at the recent Common
Wealth Day held in March 2018 in London.

spontaneous heart quality, the depths of
which had not perhaps been appreciated. For
in these days of democratic thinking when
the focus is upon lateral development and
individual freedom, the trend is to consider
any organisation with an inclusive group
theme focused on sharing and equality, as
something to be aspired to and is in stark
contrast to the dominant driving force which
is the pursuit of gain. The desire for power
and accumulation of wealth in one form or
another has impulsed most of the choices
made that have gone before. However, in
more recent times the principle of sharing
can be seen at play bringing to light cooperation and instigating more racial interdependence.

The world has come to realise with some
surprise – and perhaps members of the
Commonwealth themselves were surprised
at its extent – that here is a continuing
demonstration of a network of relationships
built, not from super-imposed rules and
power, but from that intangible substance
which is so much more enduring and real –
heart substance.
“The Commonwealth is kept alive by
agreement rather than force”, commented
an earlier member of this group of nations.
The reality of this had been demonstrated
previously, when Britain stood, as an
isolated unit, against a flood of aggression
in the early 1940s, and the qualities of
brotherhood and a sense of common good
had drawn the needed support and effort
from almost all of the other members of the
group. They united with a common purpose
when the World itself was under a grave
threat.

Britain has had a long history of national
development and integration in which to
realise its purpose and to learn the lessons of
its probationary path and has now, since the
inception of the Commonwealth as an idea,
has played the part of a seed in this great
group experiment. Britain’s identity now is
merging within that group field following
the pattern of progression from aspirant to
disciple. The future evolution of this group
consciousness – the Commonwealth – and
its anchoring of right relationship, goodwill
and group endeavour will be accomplished
by continuing adaptation, expansion
of consciousness and a heightening of
vibration throughout its entire life. And so
much the better, for no time is then wasted
in the destroying of the old and the building
of the new.

Today we face other challenges to the
planet’s well-being. In 2018 the theme
chosen by the Commonwealth is ‘Towards
a Common Future’, which builds upon
the previous theme of ‘A Peace-Building
Commonwealth’. The re-visioning focuses
on how the Commonwealth can address
the global challenges of today, e.g. plastic
pollution, climate change, and the Arboreal
Canopy, etc. These projects are designed to
harness their groups collective expertise and
resources and apply them to protecting the
world’s forests, oceans and weather systems.
Through the creation of sustainability,
safety, prosperity and fairness it is hoped to
create a better future globally for humanity
and other kingdoms of nature.

The objective picture of this pattern of
evolution was recently summed up by the
current Secretary-General, Dominica’s
Patricia Scotland, who said ‘through our
achievements and successes, we will
continue to share and learn from one
another, and be motivated to ever greater
heights of endeavour and achievement’.
Through the Commonwealth Games and the
Commonwealth Blue Charter – ‘together
we deepen our understanding of what the
Commonwealth is, and what it does, and
how it brings positive change for the good

These emerging strengthening bonds of
brotherhood reveal a drawing together, not
from external pressure, but instituted by a
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of all. And by working together we are
creating channels through which good ideas
and clever ways of doing things flow from
the governments and the people of all 53
commonwealth countries into a continually
renewed and refreshed ocean of knowledge
– which is a commonwealth. This is an
ecosystem of experience and expertise in
which all give and all gain.’

these group patterns are but preparatory to
an eventual world group pattern we can be
equally sure, for how could the dharma of
the Planetary Logos be accomplished if His
objective body did not conform to the inner
pattern of His evolutionary attainment?
It is not so many centuries since most of the
world’s countries had not yet learned to live
in integrated harmony within themselves.
And what is a century as the Logos climbs
His path? Let us remember that we are cells
in His body, and take heart from the inconceivable power of the Logoic evolutionary
process that is driving us forward. Slowly,
creativity is building the form to be, integration is absorbing individuality and the positive is gathering the negative into its rightful
polarity so that true Light may shine.

It is significant of the true nature of this experiment in group living that at the time of
the Coronation in June 1953 The Times of
India wrote: ‘It seems a very long time ago
since Kipling wrote of East and West as the
twain which shall never meet. The wonder
and miracle of the Commonwealth is that
they have met and that together they may
yet symbolise the greatest unifying force for
human peace and progress the world has yet
known’.

It may seem slow to us, we little cells, who
see only our own part in the Whole, but by
throwing out our consciousness beyond our
ring-pass-not we can see a little of the pattern of the Plan with which to link our world
experiments, and begin to sense the strength
of the Purpose of God pulsing through our
forward going.

We can be sure that this experiment is a
prototype and not a prerogative. Already –
despite the several hundred years start of
the British seeding – the great eastern and
western hemisphere groups of peoples are
each forming a pattern of integration. That

The National Expedition Team
– You, Me and the Many
“You are not a human being in search of a spiritual experience.
You are a spiritual being immersed in a human experience.”
– Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

The Huber Astrological &
Psychological approach to working

of the individuals in the group, they also
become consciously cooperative and
susceptible to extra-planetary influences,
e.g. zodiacal and cosmic.

with a birth chart is fundamentally associated
with the notion that we as individual
personalities are part of an extensive
interactive energy system. This energy
system involves considering the personality
as a group which in turn is influenced by
other groups, e.g. family, social, national,
international, planetary and universal.
Depending on the awareness and evolution

The birth chart is a map which illustrates the
possible energy interactions at five levels.
These five levels as set out in the diagram
taken from ‘The Living Birth Chart’ by
Joyce Hopewell.
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✥ The Central Core is the Higher Self, The Soul, The Divine Spark which is consciousness
✥T
 he Aspects indicate the unconscious
motivation of the personality in response
to energies received through the Central
Core.
✥T
 he Planets indicate the psychological
drives influencing the conscious mind
condition which the personality actions
and reactions.
✥T
 he Zodiacal Signs give an indication of
the inherited traits and qualities that are
available to play their part in the energy
dance of evolution.
✥T
 he Houses are areas of life experience, both inner and outer, that influence the growing
wisdom which has the potential to give rise to skill in action when applied to relationships.
The Himalayan Expedition Analogy

Any project or task undertaken has a purpose
and a goal. The leader of this expedition
responded in some way to a ‘Cosmic
Influence’ which impelled his Higher Self
to become engaged with internalising the
idea before being prompted by right timing
and desire to begin calling together a team
of adventurers susceptive to the same
‘expeditional’ soul impulse.

Initiating the Idea would involve finding
suitable sponsors and investors who feel
some interest in the success of this group
endeavour.
Once the sponsorship is secured, advertising
for fellow team members is underway. This
team must have access to a collective skills
base that will allow these experiences and
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qualities to be available for the mission to
succeed. Despite different personal social
and cultural backgrounds, there will need to
be ‘a common call’ to respond to the goal
and purpose of the task.

Preparation is all. The energy dynamic
of the unconscious motivation [aspects]
must work constructively together with
the psychological drives of the team [the
planets] constantly aiming to transmute
lower influences into the higher aspects
of aspiration, innate wisdom and group
consciousness. The zodiacal influences
of the signs represent the collective
unconsciousness of the group, not only in
relation to themselves individually, but also
the team and the environment [through the
influential working out of the Houses]. The
responsibility of the leaders is to potentiate
the higher spiritual possibilities no matter
what the challenges.

The ‘common call’ may only be received
at the level of the personality or ego. The
collective task of the team Leaders is to
inspire, communicate, and build a cohesive
team spirit through ‘thick and thin’. The
leaders resonate with the soul impulse
representing the core of the purpose and use
this silent magnetic field to draw out the best
in the others. This is achieved by working
with the energies of the Tool Planets –
Mercury, Mars, Venus and Jupiter.

The expedition team can be considered a
group service, a real group endeavour as
they will learn by doing. Constantly the
cosmic influences working through the
environment will precipitate opportunities
that promote personal growth. If the group
is able to resonate with the higher spiritual
potential then the expedition outcome will
be successful – whatever – because the
team effort will have served the individuals
and the collective through learning and
acquiring new skills.

In addition to the collective leadership
overview, The Sun focusing the energy of
Will and Purpose will act through Leader A
who will have responsibility for decisions,
policy and strategy; The energy of Saturn
works through Leader B who will focus
on the structure and form of the expedition
through the finance, equipment and other
essential practicalities; The Moon working
through Leader C will hold the potential of
success by using the ‘art of dreaming’ and
creative imagination to vitalise the achieving
of the ultimate objective – the summit.

-o0o-

A Nations Chart – The True Soul

The three leaders within a government
are susceptible to the needs and wishes of
the voters. They are also responsive to the
conditioning influences of the Sun [Will and
Purpose], the Moon [feelings and desires
achieved through fostering right relations]
and Saturn [attention to form, structure and
survival].

and Spirit of the Nation is susceptible to

the influences of the Cosmos and Universe.
Each nation is a group working with the
intention of evolving the consciousness
of the group. Any personal and national
growth in consciousness is contributed to
the unconscious collective. Transpersonal
energetic influences working through
Pluto, Neptune and Uranus will precipitate
possibilities, which adjust and modify
the personality of the nation, so that it
becomes more sensitive and attuned to the
soul of the nation. These influences usually
generate a ‘burning ground’ and yet within
the muddle and chaos a new and emerging
consciousness grows.

The three leaders are the Prime Minister,
who holds and manifests the will through
the goal and purpose of the nation. The
Chancellor, who manages the finances and
the economy of the nation which gives rise
to investment in the structure, form and
survival of society. The Home Secretary,
who holds the ideal of the nation’s society
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The public and the voters have a vested
interest in the nation and they, therefore,
are the ‘sponsors’, through expectations and
their tax payments.
Society is the product of this whole group
endeavour and gives rise to security through
law and order and a trained work force and
public through education and psychological
well-being. A flourishing industry, business
and economic system, enables the country to
pay its way in the world and for individuals
to manage their finances. The whole group
endeavour embraces and works with
difference, building creatively on inherited
wisdom and working for unity through
diversity in the present. The zodiacal signs
play in and through the conditioning of the
collective unconsciousness. Change and
creativity in the collective contribute to the
evolution of consciousness and the growing
realisation of more of the spirit of the nation
being present in all its undertakings both
locally and globally.

by encouraging the cultivation of right
human relations within the environment of
the country.

The Silvery Lotus of the fiery heart is not often manifested, even to
lofty spirits. But separate petals of the fiery Lotus can be seen, and in
accordance with them let us assemble the entire flower. But if this fiery
wonder is even once evoked, and viewed by the heart, then from that
hour the heart’s path leads upward, toward eternal attainment. Let the
ascent be of extreme steepness – We prepare a hand-rope for those who
are resolved to ascend.
– Fiery World 1934 © Agni Yoga Society

The Use of the
Great Invocation
Invocation is a synthesis of meditation, prayer

and affirmation. That means it is the simultaneous,
combined activity of the mind (meditation), of feeling
(prayer) and of will (affirmation). It is the synthesis which
gives invocation an enormous, unrealised potency.
All three phases of invocation – meditation, prayer
and affirmation – should be used in voicing the Great
Invocation.
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1.	Meditation (on it) can be done in two
ways. The first is a preliminary method,
taking the whole of the Invocation as a
subject for meditation. The second way
is to pause after each verse and meditate
on it; this is strongly recommended.
Through meditation on the Invocation
we try to reach its inner meaning and
purpose. As we do this we achieve
an ever deeper understanding. First,
the lower or thinking mind is active
and gives us an intelligent grasp of its
meaning; then the higher or abstract mind
offers the possibility of some intuitive
understanding.

or want it, but will it to be; it is a spiritual
affirmation of the dedicated personality.
It has a quality of certainty, of assurance,
and a note of triumph. Here the mind
and mental energies are used. The will
works from above downwards, while
desire works from below upwards – and
this corresponds to the previous stage of
prayer; but the use of the affirmative will
is from above downwards. Its quality is
dynamic.
Each of these phases can first be practised
separately. That means at one time meditating
on the Invocation and saying it meditatively,
trying to realise its deepest meaning; at
another time saying it prayerfully, with our
hearts, trying to realise its love content, its
service to humanity and to the divine Plan;
then using it as an affirmation, putting the
whole will behind it.

	
It is useful to add visualisation to
purely mental meditation; for instance
the following is suggested: Visualise
the world situation as best you can in
terms of your major world interest
and with what knowledge of world
affairs you may possess. See the mass
of men everywhere glowing with a
dim light and here and there, points of
brighter light where men of spiritual
intention and of loving hearts are working
for their fellowmen. Then visualise
(through the creative imagination)
the vivid light of the Christ and of His
Hierarchy streaming towards humanity
and slowly merging with the light which
is already in men.

When we have trained ourselves to do it
effectively in each of these ways, we should
endeavour to combine the three attitudes at
the same time.
There is an intermediate stage in which we
can say the first verse meditatively, from the
angle of knowledge-wisdom and light; then
we say the second verse more with the heart
– because the mind invokes Light, and love
invokes the greater Love. The third verse, in
which we invoke “the Centre where the Will
of God is known” calls in the affirmation
of the will. Thus we are prepared to voice
the fourth, climaxing verse, combining the
three ways, with the full emphasis on the
final words on Earth.

2.	In the second phase of invocation, prayer,
we have to invoke with the heart. Let us
try to realise what this really means. It
means that we invoke with all the feeling
and aspiration that we can summon, and
also with the soul. We should remember
that the heart is an expression of the soul,
and therefore “heart” could be translated
as “soul”, for the soul is the heart of
our being. Thus we use all the highest
feelings we are capable of mustering in
this “heart-felt” form of prayer.

From all this we can well understand why
invocation, with the resultant evocation
of that which has been invoked, is called
a science. It has a definite technique, with
each stage well defined, and it requires
deliberate practice. Here lies the difference
between the above synthesised approach
and the purely mystical or feeling approach,
which is worthy but necessarily less
effective because it utilises only one of our
inner functions.

3.	The third phase is affirmation. This is an
act of spiritual will, and an example of
its use is the assertion “So let it be”; we
affirm this, we will it; we not only desire it
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There is also an individual application
of the Great Invocation; we can appeal
for the descent and activity of spiritual
energies within ourselves and in our sphere
of influence, for all that is invoked on
behalf of humanity is also susceptible of
interpretation in a personal sense. When
using it thus, we regard the personality as
the microcosm of the Macrocosm and as the
field for the circulation of light and love,
for the expression of the Christ Life and the
sacrificial will, plus being the instrument of
service and an area in which evil is sealed,
frustrated and rendered futile.

group use of the means of inner action.
To sum up, we can learn to use the Great
Invocation more powerfully and effectively
by combining the activities of mind, heart
and will, in order that its more intelligent
and dynamic use may be an effective aid for
the work of the Christ in restoring the divine
Plan on Earth.
A further way of saying the Great Invocation
is to consider it:
a. as the new inclusive method of inner
action to be used in the New Age, as a
synthesis of meditation, prayer, and
affirmation;

This personal type of invocation can be used
separately, in addition to its use on behalf of
all mankind. The training in the effective use
of invocation is firstly an individual matter,
the responsibility of each one of us. It is
also a necessary preparation for the desired

b. as the “World Prayer” of the New Age
and as a great Seventh Ray Mantram;
c. with the specific intention that its use
may help to bring about the New Age.

Drawn from The Reappearance of the Christ, Discipleship in the New Age, and The
Externalisation of the Hierarchy. This excerpt is from a Sundial House Compilation:
‘The Great Invocation’

A Creative Meditation Event – Service, a Joyful Way of Life
The School of Huber Astrology – Barcelona, Spain – 23 to 25 March 2018
‘We are passionate beings, born to create. Our task is to learn to create and have
fun in the process because life is also about play. Our life’s task is to become a
Creator. The task, the responsibility is to look around and cooperate with the sense
of humour that shines from and through the Creator’s playground.’
– The Bowerbird Card from Jane Toerien & Joyce Van Dobben’s Ascension to Paradise Card Set

All over the world men and women are trying to live their lives with meaning and

purpose within the ordinary and extra-ordinary challenges of everyday living. Twelve fellow
co-workers met in Barcelona the weekend before Easter to explore together their understanding
of the function of joyful service within the mundane of daily endeavours.
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Service is a science. It is the soul that serves.
Service is a function of the touch of the Soul
and involves working with the soul’s vision.
The soul is a reservoir of our inner wisdom
which has been accumulated over the years
through our encounters with life. We learn
by doing. Our personal wisdom gifts to us
an ever evolving awareness and sensitivity
of our inner and outer relationships. We
find ourselves constantly seeking loving

understanding as we strive to make sense of
our relationships and presence in the world
where life has placed us.
Our weekend together was devoted to
working with and using creative meditation
and the laws and principles of the soul to
bring to light the meaning and purpose of
our everyday encounters whether personally
or as part of a society and a national group.

‘Each Day has its own Identity, make of it what you will.’ – Roberto Assagioli
At the outset we worked reflectively with words and phrases taken from the Affirmation of the
Disciple and the Mantram of Love, also known as the Mantram of Unification. Arising out of
this approach we were able to work contemplatively to distil the following group poem:
We are supported by everything that IS.
It is the Light that illuminates the confusion,
And I know I can walk through these,
But for now I respect them.
The essence of the Divine blooms and brings
peace and well-being. The greatness of
human love is that it is part of Divine Love.
The soul is the path to realization.
I recognize my Self-realization by helping others.
I have strength to take to the road and
serve joyfully
The balance of serving for Love is part
of living a life selfless and in balance.
I am here to serve and I know it.

We all look for the One Light hidden in the Many.
Change the vision to attain inner union.
Living with courage and joy, we allow
Life to express itself.
Pain and happiness are the way to our individual
and collective growth. Pure reason is ‘loving
understanding’.These words come from the heart.
My heart rejoices knowing the new opportunity of
serving humanity. Unity is creative and
integrative, necessary to go forward and grow.
Open all senses of your perception which
is the door to true and real intuition.
From my personal “I”, I can only love.
Hate is a symptom of separation and fear.
LOVE is the beginning and
end of all that has been created.

Thoughts are living entities and our words
give sound, tone and colour to these. Our
thoughts can be directed by our focus
and intention. It therefore behoves us to
develop and use this talent of thinking
and objectifying responsibly. Creative
Meditation working with the laws and
principles of the soul offers us a spiritually
transformational practice that is full of
strange lands, full of surprises, difficulties
and dangers. It involves, when carried

out over time, a gradual awakening to the
potentialities of our true self.
During our weekend event we undertook
a relatively simple experiential exercise to
illustrate the need to view relationships and
situations in our lives with a sense of right
proportions and right timing. By making use
of 3D optical illusions we came to realise
that our habit of looking at things close up,
that are right under our noses, or considering
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situations in which we are embedded
emotionally and mentally is fraught with
difficulties. These short sighted, mental and
emotional distortions create the difficulties
that prevent us from getting sight of what is
new and trying to evolve and emerge within
the confusion of the crisis.

the higher contemplative interlude which
we anchored and grounded by drawing and
writing. We then showed and shared our
inner work within a mandala. Together we
created a group field of consciousness, a
form of thought which we then released into
the thought climate of the world by making
use of the age old art of blessing. This was
our Easter gift to humanity.

Using guided creative meditations we
worked together to clarify impressions in

‘Co-workers!
Builders!
I
summon you with Strength. I
await you with Faith. I bless
you with Love.’
– Roberto Assagioli

An Exercise – Group Fusion

Let us brood first of all on what fusion is. The word

“fusion” has been used by Djwhal Khul [D.K.] in two
somewhat different ways. One, which he calls the “broader
significance”, comprises all finds and degrees of fusion, and
He uses it as a covering term for the following words, which
are, up to a certain point but not completely, synonyms:
integrations; soul fusion; vertical fusions of the soul-infused
personality with the Spiritual Triad, and later with the Monad;
fusion of the disciple’s consciousness with the consciousness of the Master. Then there are
what could be called “horizontal fusions”, but more exactly “spherical fusions”; these are
the fusions with members of a Group; with the members of an ashram; with the Hierarchy as
a whole, and finally participation in the growing fusion of the three great Planetary centres:
Humanity, Hierarchy, and Shamballa.
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The other, and more specific meaning
of fusion is given by D.K. in volume V
of the Rays, pages 265 and following.
He differentiates between fusion, unity
and synthesis, and defines fusion as “the
individual process of spiritual integration
relating in full waking consciousness the
three divine aspects in man.” Unity, He
says, might be regarded as “a conscious
adaptation of the initiated disciple to the
greater Whole”. But, He says, “this is the
unity of his Ray, his Ashram, and the Plan,
it is the unity of the Hierarchy. But there is a
further stage needed if the Way of the Higher
Evolution is to be trodden, and this can only
be done through the Law of Synthesis”.

instrumental for inaugurating the Kingdom of
God on Earth, specifically the Externalization
of the Hierarchy, thus bringing the Fifth
Kingdom of Souls into activity and
functioning consciously on Earth.
There, we, as a Group, can and should
meditate and apply all the three Laws and
three Principles. The basic need is the
unanimity of purpose. From this naturally
follows cooperation, that is, united service
of the Plan for the Externalization. Here
the Law to be specifically applied is Group
Endeavour.

It is useful to be aware of these distinctions,
as they give a sense of right perspective
of the successive stages of realization
towards the glory of the expanding Cosmic
Synthesis. But these stages, especially those
of fusion and that of unity, are not clearly
separated; they often overlap, and are
carried on concurrently, and this explains
and justifies the larger, broader significance
given to the word ‘fusion’; therefore, after
this clarification, we too shall use the word
“fusion” for both stages.

The results of group fusion and group
activity are: first of all, joy, because it is
a joyous realization of being at-one with
a large Entity, and helps to overcome our
personality limitations and self-centredness.
Another result is multiplied effectiveness.
The effectiveness of a group is not the sum
of the effectiveness of each of its members;
because it is multiplied and elevated to the
nth degree. One of the reasons for this is
that in a large group all the Ray qualities are
present through the fusion of the individual
contributions, and thus they are all available
for the requirements of the work.

Let us brood on group fusion applied to
the Group for Creative Meditation. The
common purpose is well-known to all of us,
and many have tried to realize it for years.
I shall only recall that, broadly speaking,
it is the application, in every possible way:
individually, as a group, and for humanity,
of the Laws and Principles which are

Another point which should be realized
more and more is that it is a fusion of Souls,
Therefore, a mantram which is very effective
for this realization is that given by D.K. to
His Groups. Let us brood deeply, constantly,
joyously, on this great affirmation, on this
realization of the wonderful existing Reality
at Soul level:

“The Master within, and the Master without are One. That One are
we. The One is All. My Soul, Thy Soul, the Master, and the Soul of all.”
– Roberto Assagioli - A Group for Creative Meditation paper.

“Now understand me well – it is provided in the essence of things that
from any fruition of success, no matter what, shall come forth something
to make a greater struggle necessary.”
– Walt Whitman
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A Meditation Outline
This meditation invites us to work with the Science of Fusion: Invocation, Evocation,
Distribution: “A point of fusion achieved in group meditation will evoke the right results
and produce an instrument of service of such power that its progress will be irresistible.”
– The Externalisation of the Hierarchy, p. 336

Alignment: Sit upright with the back

Seed Thought

Creatively meditate on the fusion of
these two triangles which represent
the work of the Christ in the emerging
New World Order, His Instrument,
being His Own Mantram – The Great
Invocation.

supported. Be relaxed. Withdraw the
consciousness inward in successive stages
(from the physical brain to the emotional
and mental levels). The imagination is
a creative activity, producing definite
inner change. Upon this you can depend
because it is one of the forces influencing
substance itself.

Fusing and Distributing

From the point of Light within the Mind
of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of
men.
Let Light descend on Earth

Withdraw awareness from the personality
into the Soul. As you do this, try to see
the thread of golden light which connects
these three aspects of yourself.
–	
Having aligned yourself with your
Soul, quietly realise these three facts:

From the point of Love within the Heart
of God
Let Love stream forth into the hearts of
men.
May Christ return to Earth.

–	That you are now face to face with
your own Soul, standing before the
Angel of the Presence.
–	
That you, this angelic Being, are
essentially Reality.

From the centre where the will of God is
known
Let purpose guide the little wills of men
The purpose which the Masters know and
serve.

–	
That therefore separation does not
exist.

Recognition: From this high point of
focused attention recognise:

From the centre which we call the race
of men
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out
And may it seal the door where evil
dwells.

–	The Planetary triangle of force relating
Light, Love and Will.
–	The Extra-Planetary triangle of energy
relating Love-Wisdom as pure reason;
with Love as a channel of the Spirit
of Peace; and Purpose as an agent of
Synthesis.

Let Light and Love and Power Restore
the Plan on Earth.
[Gradually cultivate an awareness and
recognition of Fusion and Distribution as
a World blessing.]
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As there is not enough room for all on a summit, whoever ascends it will likewise discover
that the ascent cannot take place with a heavy load. Furthermore, there is no place on
the peak for anything superfluous. The ascending spirit must constantly bear in mind the
necessity to break away from the attachments to everyday life. The slopes are steep, and
one should remember that the foot of the Mountain is broad. At the base there is room for
worldly things, but the Summit is sharp-pointed and too small for all human possessions.
Mundane occurrences are best seen from the Summit; hence everyone should remember
about the Summit, but should also not forget about the steep slopes. During the ascent, in
courage, firmness and creativeness, one should remember that the Summit itself is small
but the horizon vast. The higher one ascends the broader and more powerful the vision;
and the more powerful the vision the stronger the fusion of oneness. . . .
– Fiery World 1935 © Agni Yoga Society

Principles of Progress
– Continuity
by Michal Eastcott
“Having pervaded this Universe with a fragment of
Myself, I remain.”
There is day. . . and night in the Universe. . .
Day dawns, and all those lives that lay hidden asleep
Come forth and show themselves, mortally manifest;
Night falls, and all are dissolved
Into the sleeping germ of life.
Thus they are seen, O Prince, and appear unceasingly,
Dissolving with the dark, and with the day returning.

Words such as these from the Bhagavad-

ancient forests, now our light and heat today
– and are we not reminded of it in the rising
up of the planet’s moisture to be redistributed
in beneficent rain? But perhaps nothing so
breaks through our limited time sense as
a few moments under the stars on a clear
night. Here, spatial realisation whispers of
dimensions far beyond our little lives, and
although we cannot define eternity because it
has no confines in our terms, we sense that
we are upon the edge of it, and with awe
and aspiration “hear” the pulse of the Great
Magnetism which keeps all in its rightful
way.

Gita have taught of the continuity of life
in its deeper connotation throughout the
ages. This has been not only an inspiration
and a comfort, helping to offset the fears
accompanying growing sensitivity, but has
served the even more important purpose of
proclaiming what is, perhaps, the greatest of
all Realities – the permanence of the Life of
which we are a part.
The Principle of Continuance has been called
“the expression of the capacity of God to
persist, to remain, and a ‘tendency’ of Divine
Life. It is a tendency or characteristic which
echoes in every living thing. We see it in the
simple seed, falling from the spent flower
to lie in Mother Earth until its slumbering
essence recognises the time has come to rise
up to a new cycle; we see it in the miracles of
chemical change, transmuting all substance
from one stage to another – think of the

Suppose we then turn about from macrocosm
to microcosm and, going indoors, put
ourselves to bed. Shorty we experience that
continuity shared by everyone as we spend the
night in sleep and wake again in the morning
to a new day. The Principle of Continuance
governs within as well as around us. Patterns
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of recurrent activity can be seen on every
side, and day and night symbolise it for our
comfort when times of darkness and despair
seem all-encompassing.

gradual growth of the individual through
trial and error, triumph and failure, success
and suffering, into that soul-infused being
they are destined to eventually be.

This divine principle has always been
maintained by religionists, but today it is the
scientific fields which are bringing it home
to us. The Hubble telescope, the magnetic
imaging, the electron-microscope and all the
ultra and infra extensions of human seeing,
hearing and registering, are documenting
ancient vision, and among the expansions
they are bringing is our sense of time and
continuity. Continuance is, something which
affects every human being; at some time in
his life each has to face the “phenomenon of
death”. And although birth and death are, we
are assured, but “gateways”, few have been
able to see for themselves what lies beyond.
Now, the curtain across these gateways is
beginning to part. For example, psychiatrists
have found that it is possible, under hypnosis,
to trace back consciousness not only to
early childhood and birth but even womb
experience, but to occurrences in previous
lives. This process, known as “regression”,
has been carefully researched in many cases,
and evidence has been found again and again
which corroborates the recollection of places
and events, which the subject could not know
in their present life.

At the opposite end of the personal cycle
a similar break-through is occurring, this
time in the medical field. Modern methods
of sustaining or reviving life are bringing
new evidence of states of consciousness
beyond apparent or at least temporary death.
One Chicago doctor has talked to “literally
hundreds of people who were revived after
being declared medically dead. We came to
fantastic findings,” she declares, “and not one
of them has ever been afraid to die again.”
The accounts are remarkably consistent,
the subjects almost all experiencing light,
serenity, and a sense of “wholeness” not
previously known. In many cases someone
loved who had gone over before met and
helped them, or they encountered a Being
of great light. A group of scientists in the
U.S. have been investigating these accounts,
which bear too much similitude and are too
lasting in effect to be discarded as fantasy.
We should not be surprised at such remembered
states beyond physical brain consciousness.
Daily, when we recollect our dreams on
waking, we are recapturing emotional and
mental activity in the realms to which we have
been withdrawn in sleep. Ancient teachings are
explicit, too; on the “life thread”, or sutratma
(called in Ecclesiastes the silver cord), and the
“consciousness thread”, or antahkarana. “The
one thread is the basis of immortality and
the other the basis of continuity,” writes the
Master Djwhal Khul, and he explains further:

This law of cyclic rebirth, bringing the
individual to life on Earth, repeatedly, is also
called the Law of Opportunity. Through it we
learn the many lessons whereby we climb the
path of evolution and expand in consciousness
until we reach the spiritual domains, but the
true nature of this law as a means of spiritual
growth is rarely brought out in the popular
presentations of reincarnation. The Master
Djwhal Khul has pointed this out:
“The recovery of past incarnations has usually
been the so-called recovery of dramatic
episodes, which feed the innate sense of
individuality – and usually feed vanity as well!
Emphasis has been laid upon the form aspect,
with petty details of places and personalities to
the exclusion of the soul aspects. . . This has
not given the full picture and has frequently
brought about a derisory attitude to the whole
subject by intelligent people.”

“One is the direct stream of life, unbroken
and immutable, which can be regarded
symbolically as a direct stream of living
energy flowing from the centre to the
periphery, from the source to the outer
expression. . . . It conveys the energy of life
and finds its final anchor in the centre of the
human heart and at some central focal point in
all forms of divine expression. Naught is and
naught remains but life. . . . The other thread,
(the antahkarana) embodies the response
of the consciousness within the form to a
steadily expanding range of contacts. . . and
is anchored in the head.”

As further evidence comes to light, we can
expect the truer picture to emerge, the picture
of continuity of the human soul, and of the

It is with the development of the last that
we are chiefly concerned, for as the same
writer has pointed out, “the entire story of
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evolution is the story of consciousness, its
increasing expansion and gradually developing
encompassment.” Our microscopic selfconsciousness and self-interest has to expand to
embrace continually wider areas of awareness.

The
International
Group For
Creative
Meditation

THROUGH MEDITATION we can re-

create ourselves, our attitude to life and our
environment.

WHEN enough people throughout the world
are meditating, we will recreate our world.
“Lives are changed primarily by reflection;
qualities are developed by directed conscious
thought; characteristics are unfolded by
brooding consideration.” The Tibetan

TRAINING PROGRAMME

Study papers are posted out at two monthly
intervals beginning in December each year.

Students will have a mentor to support and
encourage them.

Basic skills covered in the first year include:-

Concentration; Reflective Meditation; Receptive
Meditation; Visualisation & the Creative use of
the Imagination; Radiation and Blessing.

Years 2 & 3 build on the above, focus on

care in meditation & techniques for personal
and planetary renewal.

Students throughout the world focus on 6
seed ideas during the year giving two months to
each:- Right Relations; Goodwill; Group
Endeavour; Unanimity; Spiritual Approach and
Essential Divinity.
If you are interested in finding out more about
this work, for which a charge is made, visit and
contact us through our website at
www.creativegroupmeditation.org

Meditation is obviously the main way of
developing the higher reaches of this path, but
all types of higher thinking contribute, such as
the intuitive searching of the scientist and the
aspirational endeavour of those in the cultural
fields who strive to capture and formulate the
supreme subtleties they sense. Along this kind
of heavenly pathway we slowly learn to come
and go, building it out of our own endeavour,
rather as spider spins the thread on which it
then proceeds. In this way is continuity of
consciousness eventually achieved.
Mystics have long spoken of Eternity, but
only now are we beginning to see that our
idea of time is but a contrivance to help us
order thinking within the frame of human
consciousness. The old world is assuming new
realism, and as the various fields of science are
finding that Nature is “saturated with order and
alive with pattern”, and that the processes of
transmutation are taking the countless “open
systems” on ceaselessly into new structures,
many working in those disciplines are coming
to agree with Frances Bacon – “I had rather
believe all the fables in the Legends, in the
Talmud and Alcoran, than that this Universal
Frame is without a Mind.”
The continuing expansion of human
consciousness is revealing a vast and
immeasurable Life and Synthesis, and a sheer
perfection of the pattern of dynamic and interconnected reality. Few who really face the
implications of these revelations can doubt
the evidence of dimensions – whether we call
them higher, supra or spiritual – far beyond
our present levels of awareness. We are upon
a gigantic, continually moving stairway, on
which we are learning that change is but life
in process of transformation, and pause is but
part of cyclic progress. Ariadne left a golden
thread for Theseus to follow, and the Principle
of Continuance lying within all substance, all
energy, all past and future, serves in the same
way, giving us the needed confidence in a
rapidly changing world. What comfort there
is for us, too, in everything around which if
not man-made, sings of the perpetuity of the
Central Life of which it is born.
– Article first published in Communiqué in 1981
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